
How the government proved Reporters Without Borders had it right by trying to prove them 
wrong

This would be almost funny if it wasn’t outrageous.

In our last newsletter, we referred extensively to the Reporters Without Borders Freedom of the 
Press Index for 2022, according to which Greece fell from rank 70 in 2021 to 108, the worst ranking 
for an EU member.

Well, more happened than the initial reactions of the Greek government, who even sent a letter to 
RSF, protesting the ranking as unfair and defemating. 

Firstly, the state-owned Athens-Macedonian News Agency [overseen by the office of Greek PM 
Mitsotakis] did not reference Greece in its article about the World Press Freedom index for 2022! It
referred to Russia and China, but Greece was nowhere to be found.

Furthermore, the Parliament general secretary (and PM’s close associate) George Mylonakis spread
fake news: in an attempt to deconstruct the RSF Index, he employed a map of the Council of 
Europe, where countries are differently colored, supposedly to mark their standing in the Freedom of
the Press Index. According to this map -claimed Mylonakis- Greece stands in reality “somewhere in 
the middle.”

Government spokesman Giannis Oikonomou reproduced the map.

Pro-government media reproduced the government’s people posts and map - and one of them, 
iefimerida, even “analyzed'' further Mylonakis’s claims.

However, it was soon proved that the PM’s close associate had even forged a Council of Europe 
map. 

That is, the map he posted was indeed included in a Council of Europe report, but it does not refer 
whatsoever to the Freedom of the Press: as Parallaxi magazine journalist Antonis Galanopoulos 
proved, the map is part of the Media Pluralism Monitor 2021, and it refers to the risks per country of 
media literacy on the digital competencies of individuals. 

Even worse for all the government people, the RSF has advisory status at the Council of Europe.

And it becomes even better: Media Pluralism Monitor included in the same report maps connected 
with the Freedom of the Press. And those maps paint Greece “red,” which is at high risk for 
commercial and owner influence over editorial content, political independence of the media, and 
editorial autonomy.

Even if we had the best of intentions to believe that Mylonakis made a mistake posting the wrong 
map, we could not retain such intentions as in his initial post, the bottom of the map had been 
cropped - thus, the part where it was stated that the map refers to media literacy.
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As this disgrace was not enough, the media that had reproduced this disinformation (a most 
appropriate word being propaganda) did not even bother publishing a correction and apologizing to 
their readers.

Plus, we couldn’t believe our ears when, after all these, government spokesman Oikonomou posted
that SYRIZA is lying on the issue (as the main opposition party had made a statement on the 
incident) as the map… refers to digital competencies (yes, you‘ve read well - don’t try to find any 
sense, there isn’t one).

Amidst all this, conservative lawmaker Dimitris Markopoulos, a former journalist, has lashed 
out against the Reporters Without Borders (RSF), describing it as a ‘leftist NGO’ over the specific 
report: “It is not possible to follow now and then every NGO which usually has leftist characteristics 
and present it here [in Greece] as something so crucial,” Markopoulos said. Pointing the finger at 
SYRIZA, he stressed that the “game with some losers from abroad presenting them as something 
important must be over.”

Dear reader, maybe Greece does not deserve the 108th ranking. Maybe it should have been listed 
even lower.
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